FBI says gambling probe in last stage

Karen Hargreaves

FBI agents are reducing their focus on an investigation into a group of professors and students at the University of Iowa who gambled on the Iowa High Stakes Lottery. The FBI has narrowed its focus to a single case involving a single individual.

The individual in question is a professor who was accused of betting in a way that endangered someone’s life. The professor is alleged to have placed a bet on a horse race that was later ruled illegal by the Iowa Racing and Gaming Board. The professor has denied the charges, saying he was just trying to make a few extra dollars.

The FBI has been investigating the case for several months, but it has now decided to drop the investigation. The FBI said it believes the evidence it has gathered is not strong enough to support a prosecution.

Winter walk

The bare branches of a tree near the UI president’s house serve as the starting points of a student walk across the Iowa River in the chill of Monday afternoon. Today will be slightly warmer and partly sunny.

By Mark Leonard

Iowa City’s 450-student campus has seen many changes during the seven years it has served as the city center. "When I first got on the campus in 1985, the student body was heavily white by the standards and the campus was pretty homogeneous. Today there are more students of color and the campus is more diverse," Mayor Marcella.(lst) said.

Another change in Iowa City’s life is the growth of the city since the 1970s. The city has expanded into the countryside and the campus has grown in size. Mayor Marcella said, "We have seen a lot of changes in the city, including the growth of the campus, the development of the city and the growth of the population."
Board presents $130 million plan for 10-year UI building program

Quinn Beck

The UI has plans for more than $93 million in new construction and renovations for the next 10 years, and it is expected that some of the buildings planned for 1986-88 will be ready for students by 1987.

If all the 10-year building program projects are accepted by the Board of Regents, UI President John Pittman, Jr., estimated that $86 million would be needed in 1987 to begin construction of buildings totaling $130 million for the next 10 years. But the Board of Regents has approved only $100 million for construction, so the UI would have to seek money elsewhere to fund the building projects.

The board will review the requests for over $100 million in construction projects in December, Pittman said.

Advertisement

** Iowa avoids shortage of care beds

** By Tom Forsythe

The shortage of nursing home beds is expected to become a serious problem in the future, as the number of elderly people in Iowa increases.

In the last five years, the number of nursing home beds in Iowa have increased by 15 percent, while the number of elderly people has increased by 24 percent.

The shortage of nursing home beds is expected to continue, as the number of elderly people is expected to increase by 50 percent in the next 15 years.

Affordable housing projects are being funded by the state government, and the state has offered $4 million to support the projects.

** Iowa State Board of Regents approved a $4 million loan to the University of Iowa for the construction of a new dormitory.

** By Tom Forsythe

The Iowa State Board of Regents approved a $4 million loan to the University of Iowa for the construction of a new dormitory.

The new dormitory will be built on the north shore of Lake MacBride, and it will have 350 rooms.

The dormitory will be ready for students by 1987.
The gender gap

After a steady decline for two decades, voter turnout increased in the 1982 elections. Nationwide, an estimated 60 percent of the voting-age public participated in the November elections, three percent higher than the 1980 figure. In comparison, a whopping 60 percent of the men and 53 percent of the women cast their ballots.

In Iowa the figures were even more indicative. In 1980, 47 percent of the women but 51 percent of the men voted. In 1982, the figures were even more indicative: 52 percent of the women but 55 percent of the men participated in the November elections. Nationwide, an estimated 41 percent of the voting-age public participated in the November elections, three percent higher than the 1980 figure. In comparison, a whopping 60 percent of the women but 53 percent of the men cast their ballots.

Just Nancy’s style

Nancy Reagan is maintaining her reputation for doing things in style— at taxpayers expense this time. First lady traditionally travels in a 1965 Cadillac coupe de ville owned by state, but not Reagan—the lady has apparently developed a taste for the luxury of flying first class, complete with a private jet and a two-room suite, to attend events in Iowa. The trip cost taxpayers an estimated $10,000.

DOONESBURY

By By Doonesbury

Iowa after all— in she has apparently developed a taste for the luxury of flying first class, complete with a private jet and a two-room suite, to attend events in Iowa. The trip cost taxpayers an estimated $10,000.

Focus on ‘seamy side’ of China

By Guest opinion

ATTENTION readers of China Focus on, China Focus on, has been suspended temporarily by the Chinese government. This is hard to believe, but the Chinese have decided to suspend the magazine for a few months, citing insensitivity to U.S. interests. Foreign observers who have tried to monitor the magazine’s message have been unable to find a single copy.

The editorial page editor of the magazine, Liz Bird, wrote: “I am not surprised that the magazine has been suspended temporarily. The Chinese government is known for its sensitivity to foreign observers who generate negative commentary about China.”

Letters

I am not surprised that the magazine has been suspended temporarily. The Chinese government is known for its sensitivity to foreign observers who generate negative commentary about China.”

Support for rally

To the editor:

I was one of the many people who attended the rally for human rights in China on Saturday. The rally was well-organized and the speeches were powerful. I would like to see more rallies like this in the future.

Dave Johnson

Inhuman behavior

To the editor:

The treatment of the blinds at the Iowa City Courthouse is inhumane. The blinds are left open all day, allowing the sun to shine directly into the eyes of the prisoners. The sun’s rays can be extremely painful and can cause permanent damage to the eyes.

Jane Smith

Tenure
galigious positions

By By Tenure

The candidates are no longer the only focus of school boards. The issue of tenure for religious positions has become a hot topic in recent years. School boards are being asked to consider whether to grant tenure to religious positions, such as school chaplains.

The information was released in a recent issue of the Journal of Religious Education.

Letters

I also support the idea of granting tenure to religious positions. It provides a sense of security for the religious leader and allows them to focus on their spiritual duties.

Tom Brown

Computer

It’s a challenge creating a computer that can accurately translate written Chinese into English. The language is complex, with a large number of characters and a different word order.

By By Computer

The two ways that this is being done are through direct mapping and through machine translation.

Direct mapping involves translating each character in the Chinese text into its corresponding English character. The mistranslations can be significant, as some characters have multiple meanings.

Machine translation involves using a computer program to translate the Chinese text into English. The program uses statistical methods to determine the best translation, but it still can’t always get it right.

Gambling

dees and a rape suspect during the arrest of another man.

By By Gambling

The two ways that this is being done are through direct mapping and through machine translation.

Direct mapping involves translating each character in the Chinese text into its corresponding English character. The mistranslations can be significant, as some characters have multiple meanings.

Machine translation involves using a computer program to translate the Chinese text into English. The program uses statistical methods to determine the best translation, but it still can’t always get it right.

Neuhause

eugay Newhause said yesterday that the foundation of his political career rests on the fact that he is gay.

So the Newhause has become a figurehead, a symbol of gay pride.

By By Neuhause

The Newhause Foundation was established in 1980 to promote the rights of gay people. The organization has published several books and sponsored many events.

Sewer

By By Sewer

The City of Iowa City has passed a new sewer rate increase. The rate increase is expected to generate an estimated $1 million in additional revenue.

Turnabout

to the editor:

I support the idea of granting tenure to religious positions. It provides a sense of security for the religious leader and allows them to focus on their spiritual duties.

By By Turnabout

The two ways that this is being done are through direct mapping and through machine translation.

Direct mapping involves translating each character in the Chinese text into its corresponding English character. The mistranslations can be significant, as some characters have multiple meanings.

Machine translation involves using a computer program to translate the Chinese text into English. The program uses statistical methods to determine the best translation, but it still can’t always get it right.

Letters

I also support the idea of granting tenure to religious positions. It provides a sense of security for the religious leader and allows them to focus on their spiritual duties.

Tom Brown

Tenure promotion.

Grossman disputed Ruick's record of progress with full tenure, associate professor and professor. Grossman contended that Ruick had not met the necessary level of scholarly achievement and teaching performance to warrant his advancement to the rank of full professor, and that his performance was not up to the standards of the university.

In contrast, the panel-appointed committee of scholars found evidence of significant contributions to the field of art history, specifically in the area of Chinese art. They noted that Ruick had published several articles and given numerous presentations at conferences, which demonstrated his expertise and influence in the field.

The panel also disagreed with Ruick's claims of financial contributions. The panel-appointed committee found that the university had not provided sufficient evidence to support Ruick's assertion that his contributions had generated substantial financial returns.

Eventually, the university administration decided to support the panel-appointed committee's recommendations. As a result, Ruick was denied tenure, and Grossman's appointment was supported.

This case serves as a reminder of the importance of having an independent panel to review tenure decisions. Without such a panel, the risk of biased or incomplete evaluations increases. This case also highlights the need for clear and consistent criteria for tenure evaluations, as well as the importance of providing adequate support and resources for such evaluations.
Hitchhiking loses popularity

By Anna Bernard

The latest threat of U.S. students using area roadsides seems to have failed despite the past few years, according to several newspaper accountings.

But, since the hitchhiking that does exist does not present the problem of student drivers against the Iowa City Police Officer Patsi Salton, although the general public regards the Iowa City Police officer and his staff as a favorite of the average person.

And, as we have a large number of people, the general public regards the Iowa City Police officer and the public relations.
**Entertainment**

**Today**

Art

The graduate studentgathering, painting work from M.A. and M.F.A. students of the Visual and Performing Arts will be featured in the Art Gallery.

**At the Bijou**

David Burke's new film has been screened over the past few years in a hands-on fashion as the Bijou has been showing it.

**Television**

The ever-vigilant Comics Code Authority is trying to shut down new television series, but not before the networks have had a chance to react to the reaction.

**Films**

"Creepshow" has been hailed as a comic horror film, but not before the networks have had a chance to react to the reaction.

**CBS epic has blood, but no guts**

By Betty Miller

The war drama epic, "The Big Red One," which CBS is currently screening, is not without its flaws. Critics have been dividing over the film's content, but most agree that the blood and violence are not sufficient to warrant a full bloodbath.

**Today's Calendar**

- The Student Union presents "The War of the Worlds," a live reading of H.G. Wells' classic novel, at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Auditorium.
- The Visual and Performing Arts Department will host a reception for the art exhibition "intosh," which features works by M.F.A. students, from 5 to 7 p.m. in the Art Gallery.
- The annual "Night at the Museum" event, featuring performances from various campus groups, will take place at 8 p.m. in the Old Capitol.

**Good Times**

**Family Fun Center**

232 S. Dubuque

**Video Games & Pinball**

5 Tokens for $1.00

**Comics**

**CRA**

301 N. High St.

**New Books**

- "The Art of War" by Sun Tzu
- "1984" by George Orwell
- "To Kill a Mockingbird" by Harper Lee

**Words of the Day**

- *SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT*
  - "The best is yet to come."
- *A PROPOSAL*
  - "Let's consider the proposition more closely."

**With the Home Computer from Texas Instruments, you're not just playing. You're learning.**

Now learn and play for $100 less with Ti's Consumer Computers.**

**Texas Instruments**

Downtown Across from the Old Capitol

Open: 10-5 M-Sa, 12-5 Su.

**Riverfront**

**Rivertown '83**

**Announces their Annual Logo Contest**

Winning entry will receive $500 and be entered in the National Association for Campus Activity Graphics competition. Entry deadline is November 1, 1983. See your activities coordinator for application form.

**MODERN ASIAN LITERATURE**

Chen Baolian - Nanking, China

**Arizona News - the Philippines**

**ARASIAN Literature & the Development of Modern Philippine Literature**

Lhu Riyu - Beijing, China

**Present Literary Situation in China**

Faço T. - Toronto

**Literary Situation in Taiwan**

Liou Synard - Indonesia

**Modern Chinese Literature**

Kenji Nakagawa - Japan

**Library of the Month**

Linus Balchen - Nanjing, China

"Moder Indian Literature"

**The Faculty Club**

Tuesday, November 16

**The Faculty Club**

**MODERN ASIAN LITERATURE**

Chen Baolian - Nanking, China

Arizona News - the Philippines

ARASIAN Literature & the Development of Modern Philippine Literature

Lhu Riyu - Beijing, China

Present Literary Situation in China

Kenji Nakagawa - Japan

"Literature of the Post-Mao, "Kamishibai & Art Generation""

**With the Home Computer from Texas Instruments, you're not just playing. You're learning.**

Now learn and play for $100 less with Ti's Consumer Computers.**

**Texas Instruments**

Downtown Across from the Old Capitol

Open: 10-5 M-Sa, 1-5 Su.

**Riverfront**

**Rivertown '83**

**Announces their Annual Logo Contest**

Winning entry will receive $500 and be entered in the National Association for Campus Activity Graphics competition. Entry deadline is November 1, 1983. See your activities coordinator for application form.

**MODERN ASIAN LITERATURE**

Chen Baolian - Nanking, China

Arizona News - the Philippines

**ARASIAN Literature & the Development of Modern Philippine Literature**

Lhu Riyu - Beijing, China

**Present Literary Situation in China**

Kenji Nakagawa - Japan

**Library of the Month**

Linus Balchen - Nanjing, China

"Moder Indian Literature"
Wrestlers tune-up in tournament

By Matt Garlo

The Hawkeyes wrestling team got up early on Friday morning as they prepared for the Big Ten championship. While several of the Hawkeyes' opponents were scheduled to wrestle at the Great Plains Open Saturday, the Hawkeyes' weekend was full of matches.

The big match in the tournament was the weigh-in. The 190-pound national champion Barry Davis in Lincoln, Neb.

Wrestlers tune-up in tournament

chance to tie the Badgers for the Big Ten title in the last game of the season, and things are looking good for the Hawkeyes.

Tonight. Iowa is currently 9-10, but both teams are looking good for the Big Ten title in the last game of the season, and things are looking good for the Hawkeyes.

The Dual Goldies defeated the Fall Badminton Classic tournament in Ames, Dec. 5. Fencers and the epee event. At the weapons qualifies for sectionals.

The Hawkeyes' opponents qualified for sectionals.

Sports
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Vendors accused of taking business

By Karen Stanger

The Daily Iowan
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Ms. Gavrey, chairman of the management council, said that the council and the Iowa City residents have never been able to agree on a plan for development of the potential mall.

"The result has been that everyone has the best interests of the city at heart," Ms. Gavrey said. "But the council has never been able to agree on a plan for development of the potential mall.

"We've had a lot of discussions and we've tried to come to an agreement, but we've never been able to agree on a plan for development of the potential mall," Ms. Gavrey said.

"We've tried to develop a plan for the mall and we've tried to develop a plan for the potential mall," Ms. Gavrey said. "But we've never been able to agree on a plan for development of the potential mall."